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INTRODUCTION WITH HISTORICAL SURVEY
THE WORK OR OTHER INVESTIGATORS

2INTRODUCTION WITH HISTORICAL SURVEY OF THE
WORK OP OTHER INVESTIGATORS
There are two hydrogen spectra the molecular
and atomic* The latter consists of a number of lines that fall
into separate series. Those known are the Lyman, Balmer, Paschen,
Brackett and Pfund series ranging from the ultra violet to the
infra red respectively.
The first four lines of the Balmer series H^, Hp,
H y and have been investigated the most since they lie in the
region of the visible spectrum. Line Hoc lies in the red, H in
the blue-green and E
y
and H# in the violet. The wavelengths of
the individual lines of the series are governed by a simple nu-
merical relation discovered first by Balmer in 1885 ; hence the
name of the series. A complete treatment of this series is
given by Sommerfeld.^*
In 1887, Michelson and Morley were the first to
discover that the line was of a complex character. Prom ex-
amination of the visibility of the fringes of formed by a
Michelson interferometer, they concluded that had a doublet
structure. This doublet interval has been of the greatest con-
cern even to the present day. The magnitude of the interval as
determined by many investigators has differed widely and not
until the past few years has a fair agreement been reached by
workers in this field.
Bohr, in 1913, developed a theory for the hydrogen
^ Sommerfeld, Atombau and Spektrallinen
, p. 344.
,
•
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atom "based on quantized circular orbit3* Transitions of an elec-
tron from one of these orbits of quantum number 3 to another of
quantum number 2 resulted in the emission of 1^. This simple
theory, however, yielded no such structure to as was found
experimentally* Later with the refinements of the quantum
theory and the introduction of relativistic wave mechanics a con
sistent picture of the complex structure of Hoc was reached. The
relativity correction" and the spinning electron correction intro
duced by Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck? result in five components for H
Heisenberg and Jordan
,
Darwin4 ,and Dirac have
derived expressions for the separation and relative intensities
of these components* The relative intensities have been calcu-
lated by Sommerfeld and Unsold
,
Saha and Banerj i7 ,and Kuppei^ •
' ' ~ "
Since Hichelson and Morley first observed the
Hoc "doublet” in 1887 intensive research had been carried on for
the determination of this "doublet" separation* An extensive
summary of the results of the numerous investigators in this
field from 1887 to 1922 has been given by G. M* Shrum9 .
Sommerfeld and Unsold* Zeits. f* Physik* 36. 259 (1926).
2 38, 237 (1926).
Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck, Physica* 6, 273 (1926).
4
8
Heisenberg and Jordan, Zeits. f* Physik* 37, 263 (1926).
Darwin* Proc* Roy* Soc. * A 116, 227 (1927).
Dirac, Proc* Roy* Soc*
.
A 117, 610 (1928).
Sommerfeld and Unsold, Zeits, f* Physik, 58* 237 (1926)*
Saha and Banerj i, Zeits* f* Physik. 68, 704 (1931).
Kupper, Ann* d* Physik* 86, 511 (1928).

Values of the "doublet" separation differed widely and no evi-
dence was given at this time of the presence of the three minor
components as predicted by theory*
In 1925 Janicki and Lau
1
obtained microphotometer
V
cures of the structure of I^as produced by a Lummer plate*
Lack of sufficient asymmetry and too high a saddle height failed
to reveal other components*
2
Houston in 1926 used a Fabry-Perot interferometer
instead of the Lummer-Gehrke plate* With the plates used the
separation between the two lines of the "doublet" was usually
d
less that one half of the distance between ajacent orders; thus
A
P
measurements that were made visually with a comarator gave too
high a value of separation while, with microphotometer curves,
correction had to be made in the opposite direction for the ef-
fect of one component on the other* These disadvantages were
eliminated with the Fabry-Perot interferometer, the dispersion
could be chosen so as to make one component fall halfway between
A
the ajapent orders of the other* Houston’s results of the
"doublet" interval were in partial agreement with previous inves-
tigators •
The most extensive paper up to this time was pulT
lised by Kent, Taylor, and Pearson3 in 1927* Two crossed Lummer
plates and an echelon grating were used as resolving instruments.
1 Janicki and tauT^H^sT'
'
f~Phy5IK^S7~
2 Houston, V* V*, As trophysical Journal, 64, 81 (1926)*
3 Kent, Taylor and Pearson, Phys* Rev. , 30, 266 (1927)*

5»
The resolving powers of the large plate and the echelon were in
general about twice that of instruments used by others. The
patterns obtained both by the crossed Lummer plates and the
echelon were measured visually by the Gaertner comparator and
mechanically by a microphotometer. The microphotometer curves
of the crossed Lummer plate system revealed a third component
which though unresolved was unquestionably present* The curves
in general were ragged and irregular for the microphotometer slit
had to be very short.
In 1934 Williams and Gibbs^ discussed the methods
y
employed in appling corrections to an observed "doublet" inter-
val to find the true interval and relating the position of an
intensity maximum to that of the components. The fine structure
of Hecwas analyzed by a Zeiss three-prism spectrograph together
with a Fabry-Perot e talon. From an analysis of their curves they
obtained Ar « 0.308 cnf^-as the separation of the main components.
This interval between the main components is about 6% below the
expected theoretical value^v-- 0.328 cm“^. Their value, however
pis in agreement with the results of Houston and Hsieh • The av-
erage of the intervals between the intensity peaks of the complex
curve given by Kent, Taylor and Pearson from direct measurements
of their microphotometer curves, before the "shrinking correc-
tion" was erroneously applied, was also found to be in close
agreement with their values of this interval.
Williams and Gibbs, Phys Rev.
, 45, 475 (1934).
2 Houston and Hsieh, Phys, Rev., 45, 132A (1934).

61
»
Spedding, Shane and Graced have also Investigated the
fine structure of H^with an etalon interferometer together with
an auxiliary 30 foot grating spectrograph*
Williams 2 in 1938 worked with both H«*r and Etc • The
microphotometer curves obtained from patterns produced by the
same spectroscopic equipment of previous investigation showed
component 3 partially resolved for Doc • The separation of com-
ponent 2 and 3 as well as their intensities were thus more ac-
curately determined* These values were then applied to the study
of the complex on the hypothesis that the interval between
components 2 and 3 is the same for both Ho^and lie It was found
that component 3 is actually considerably removed from its the-
oretical position and its intensity is far greater than given
theoretically. This then would account for the disagreement of
the experimental "doublet" separation with the theoretical, since
correction to the peak to peak interval of the Hoc complex, based
on the theoretical position and intensity of component 3, will
differ from the correction based on its observed position and
intensity.
Recently in a personal letter to Prof* Kent, Houston
of the California Institute of Technology stated that one of his
students had resolved the third component. This was done with an
electrodeless discharge. The results of his work have not as yet
been published* Without a doubt the outcome of this investigatio]
with the isolation of the third component will yield the best tei
to date of our theoretical picture of the fine structure of •
:l
t
1 Spedding, Shane and Grace, Phvs * Rev.
,
58 (1933 )
•
'
1/7
2 Williams, Phys • Rev,. §4, 558 (1938).
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OBJECT OE THE RESEARCH

8The preliminary investigation of W. H. Robinson
,
in
the study of H-alpha of hydrogen with the use of a Lummer plate
as an auxiliary spectrograph appeared very promising. This
method of using two Lummer plates in tandem with a plane reflec-
tion grating located between the two Lummer plates to single oul
separate lines furnished a new means by which lines of a com-
posite nature could be studied. The whole spectroscopic system-
had a greater dispersion than instruments used by other investi-
gators and had the advantage that a long and narrow microphoto-
meter slit could be used since the patterns produced were com-
posed of straight lines.
Up to the time of the beginning of this paper no other
investigators have completely isolated the third component of
the theoretical five component structure of H-alpha. Results
of Robinson's work showed the existence of the third component
and definitely indicated the presence of the fourth. Recently
in a letter to Professor Kent, Houston of the California In-
stitute of Technology, stated that one of his students had re-
solved the third component, this being done by means of an
electrodeless discharge as a source.
The aim of the present research was to extend the ideas
advanced by Professor Kent and partially carried out by
Robinson. It was hoped that with improved conditions and re-
arrangement of the spectroscopic system there could be obtained
better photographic plates and thus better microphotometer
Robinson, Ph.D. The sis B.U. Grad .School, 1957
./ s i1: . .a.:i j ..
4
.
.
. t
C
. , .
curves which might, reveal both the third and fourth components,
especially the latter. With this in mind a third Lummer plate
was bought for use in this problem.
The spectroscopic system finally decided upon v/as
one in which the two Lummer plates v/ere set directly in tandem
with no intervening instruments. From a study of the relative
positions of these plates, their constants, and the angles of
incidence and emergence of the light rays it was hoped that by
means of microphotometer patterns the wavelengths and intensi-
ties of the component lines of H-alpha could be obtained.
—-
.
... c 01
.
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FI&E STRUCTURE OP
H-ALPHA

11
DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY
The hydrogen atom consists of a proton and an
electron. Due to the Coulombian field of their electrical
charges, the nucleus with a charge * e and the electron with a
charge - e attract each other.
The wave equation for a conservative Newtonian
dynamical system is
v )¥ = (i)8 ITV "
V/ here represents the energy constant, and V the potential energy
expressed as a function of the coordinates.
One condition imposed on this equation is that
^
must he everywhere continuous, single valued, and finite. In
a given system there are only certain functions, called "eigen-
functions", that satisfy the above condition and correspondingly,
there are only certain characteristic values of W, the energy
constant.
If in the Cartesian system we let x^,y1 ,z1 be
the position coordinates for the nucleus and x2*^2* z2 tilose ^or
the electron---and m
(
and m
z
be the masses, respectively, the
above wave equation takes the form
( 2 )
w,
A) 2 »lT 3Vr ^ -L 8!L
Z
/vvV-v)yr ^
V, the potential energy of the system,
-
-Ze'
r
where r is the distance from the nucleus to the electron.
Thus
y[ ^2~X1^ ^y2“yl^^^ z2“ Zl^
..
.
i
The subscript T (signifying total) is used withf and 7/ to in-
dicate that these quantities refer to the complete system, with
six coordinates.
12
Equation 2 can be transformed into two separate
equations, one which represents the translation motion of the
atom as a whole and the other the relative motion of the two
particles. This transformation may be effected by shifting to
polar coordinates.
If x, y, and z are the Cartesian coordinates of
the center of mass of the system, and r,e, and f the polar
coordinates of the second particle relative to the first, the
related equations are
X1 -
V
x- — rm, sin Q cos #
x2 sin 6 cos ^
yi ^ y-f, r sin 9 sin 4
1
^2 = ytXr sin Q sin |
Z1 = z
- A r
m,
cos ©
z0 - z + JL r cos 02 rr)2_
Introducing these new variables in equation 2,
we have
rv\
i 3V .. 2Vr ) . A tz.
)
I
Y ^Sin 0 ^ 1 y 2- yin 0 9 6 c
Sin Q
8 2- / WT - V fi )J Yr
Av -
c) &
= 0
i
( 3 )

If l^Tis placed equal to the product of a function of x, y, z
and a function of r, (f ;
4V (*. y. * , MJ = F(x '* e^
the equation can he separated into two parts, namely
-H_E- + (9TT
2
(m, Jrrr\z)
Sf } -Wr ,F.O (4)
anC
^ (
y
r^)+ r‘sin i e Tji
Sjrjt
h*-
|w/-v (r{ Q, <f)
j
y (5)
^
c- o •
in which ¥tr represents the translational energy of the system
and W the residual energy*
p
If V is now a function of r alone ( V = -Ze )
r
andy is replaced hy the product of a function of r alone, one
of 0 alone and one of ^ alone,
V = R(r) -6 (O' $ (<f)
then equation 5 can he separated into three distinct total dif-
ferential equations :
( 8 )
.(>,$ • *; r (~y>j i-
,
r
. # \ I
.
fc
^
-
-
- :: r- -— --
~ = ~
Equation 6 has eigenfunctions xonly whence is equal
to m
,
with m having any t" integral value. With these values of
Jthe parameter, m, equation 7 has acceptable solutions only when
P equals J( (^. + 1 ) whereof has any positive integral value equal
to or greater than the absolute value of m. Finally, introducing
values of P into equation 8 acceptable solutions are given only
:Ln which n can assume integral values and where
4
rH =
or certain values of W, namely --
Wn = - 2ir
z Hz2 e 4 _ KhcZ*
n rr
—
r* - - —°
-n-
n h2 n
(9)
2TT 2- M e
Solutions of equations 6, 7 and 8 listing the
eigenfunctions corresponding to given values of n, 1, and m are
given in the references1 at the bottom of the page.
The allowed quantum numbers for the independent
wave functions can be written as follows -—
total quantum number n = l, 2, 3, —---,
azimuthal quantum number Jl - 0, 1, 2, — --- , n-1,
magnetic quantum number m i , , -1, 0,4-1,
- 1
,
.
Schrodinger, Ann , d , Phys
,
, 79, 361 (1926).
Pauling and Goudsmit, Structure of Line Spectra
, p 27, sec. 6b.
Pauling and Wilson, Introduction to Quantum Mechanics
,
pp 117-124.

15
The above expression for the energy levels does
not account for the line structure in the lines of the atomic
spectrum. For a complete picture two correction terms must be
made to the equation 9. The first to be considered is that due
to the electron spin.
Consider the electron moving with a velocity (v)
in the electric field (F) of the nucleus. The moving electron
thus produces according to the electromagnetic theory a magnetic
field (H) at the electron.
1
H = — F x v
c
If the effective nuclear charge is Ze the field at the electron
is F - Ze
r = radius vector
The angular momentum thus is
m0 rxv =1 —
2TT
H-Ix_k Ze T-2nm 0 c r3
The magnetic electron in a magnetic field under-
goes a precession about the field direction, with an angular
velocity equal to the product of the field strength (H) and the
ratio of the magnetic (2 s ) anci the mechanical moment
( s 4^. ) of the spinning electron
el.. Z .Ih
vu — 2 2^ <2
mo 1 r ° 2jt
From the work of L. H. Thomas^- in the relativ-
.
.
• •
.
istic treatment of the motion of the spinning electron there
exists another precession of the electron axis besides the above
magnetic precession. This relativistic precession (w-r) has one
half the value of the magnetic, and has the opposite sign.
The actual angular velocity of the electron axis
thus becomes
1 e 2 Z X h
10 - u>t •= 2T 3 'M 2 mQ c r° 2ir
The energy of such a precessional motion is equal
to the product of the angular velocity and the projection of the
mechanical moment ( i ) of the precessing system on the axis
of precession; i.e., on H or Si :
2 2
W = i-f—^
—
T2, sl cos (si) (10
s 2 4ti *- m0 c r°
The factor l/r^ is not constant during the motion
of the electron. From quantum mechanics**'
1
(
"
5
)
=
64n6m
£L
5
e
6
Z
4
h6n5i(i+i) (A+ 1)
(11
Thus equation 10 can be written in the form
W ^ Hhcoc 2z4
s
n3 Jl (i+ i)
Is cos (Is) (12'
where
and
R -
oC =
2Ti2m0 e
4
chP
2rre 2
he
The total angular momentum which is given by the
quantum vector j, is the resultant of the orbital momentum J.
Pauling and Goudsmit, Structure of Line Spectra , section 7, p 32.
. . .
.
and the spin moment s where the magnitudes of these vectors
in terms of quantum numbers are l/j ( j 1 ) , \JX (i. + 1 ) andU s(s+-l~)
respectively.
The following equation follows from a discussion
1
of the resultant quantum vector.
si cos (si) - ,i ( ,i >1 ) - s ( s + 1 ) — X (X+ 1
)
2
Since j can assume only the values X T j>
si cos(ls) -a ^ (
A
+
~k) — jr
2
WR - Rhc*2Z4 ,*U + 4?) - £ -(13)
^TOTJTM 2—
The second correction term to be added to the
energy values is that due to the consideration of the relativ-
istic change in mass with the velocity of the electron. This
correction splits up the energy levels given by n into n levels
(s, p, d, f, etc.). The equation is
Vj - Rhc^2Z4 (S_ 1 ~\
n3
[An XT? ) (14)
.2
which was first derived by W. Pauli from quantum mechanics.
Combining equations 13 and 14, we have
=
-ghcfe
4
(iL. - _i_ \for j = iw =
'U 4 '« 3 ~ h 3
n
W ‘ 1L+ Ws -
n
•U 1/
(fc- V) for j - i
Therefore total energy Y»T - W
n+ W or
^Pauling and Goudsmit, Structure of Line Spectra
, section 14a,
p 55.
2
Pauli, W., Z. f. Phvs . . 36
,
336 (1926)
.. .
.
-
.
.
where
w -
,
yicz*
namely, those with the same values of j.
n
1
Rhc^2Z4
n
3
- A
4n ;
and
for j = J +£
for j=J- £
A -
.
J+- 1
A - 1
1
Certain energy levls will he found to coincide;-
rh - -Ssgj-. s
4
.
ch^
.2,4
s 109677*759 cm' 1
,
-A 5.305 x 10' 5
RtdlCZ*' R>i nee?*7^ 10
= ^ - - r 109677. 759a 6. 547*10x2.99796 ylOxu
n‘ n’ n«-
-27
+ 109 75 7 .42a 6. 54 7a 10 a 2.99796a lO
1
^ 5.305xl0" 5 .
n
The equation for the energy levels is thus
.-11
W= - 2.1527a10’-
l
-l
^
1.1426a 10-15
n 2 ‘ n3 t -a)
Values of A are given above.
The conditions imposed on the three quantum
numbers n, 1, and j are
n r; 1, 2, 3, — oo
4 = 0,1, 2, (n
-
1)
j - 4 * £
The main energy levels n - 3 and n a 2 for Hoc are
thus split up into 34 and 24 levels respectively. These in
turn into 2j levels. It will be found that the energy levels fo
the same values of j coincide. In the figure 1 those which co-
incide are slightly separated for clearness. In all we have
but five different energy levels. The large letters (S, P, D,
F, ) correspond to values of4 = 0, 1, 2, etc.

n i j
3 2 5/2
3/2
1 3/2
1/2 . __ _
0 1/2
2 1 3/2
s'////
1/2 — __
0 1/2
s'
s'//
* 3/2
2
»
2p
l/2
2
*
2
s1/2
Figure I
ENERGY LEVELS

The frequency of a line eraited by radiation
attending a transition from one energy state W1 to a lower state
W2 is given by
_ Wi - Wp
sec-1
v is the true frequency —- not the oscillation
frequency y or
-Jr which is generally used in spectroscopy* The
term value, T, becomes- W__ cm" p and
he
V, T2 — Tx (cm-
1
)
The change in sign here is due to the fact that the lowest and
most stable state has the largest term value*
Calculations of T and YJ are as follows
hc=l*9628x 10"i6 erg-cm.
For
2.
2
Si/2
n = 2
A -- o
j - £
also
n = 2
w -
-
2*1527 x 10-11 1.1426 x 10-15
d- 1)
2
»
2p
l/2 A = 1
i - iJ - 2
W= - 5.382 x 10“ 12 - 0.8927 x 10" 16
T = - M - 0*8927 x IQ- 16 = a -+ .45481 erf 1
he
where M - - 5.382 x 10“ P2
Arr - M_
he
2
»
2p
3/2
= 2
^ 1
J - £
W -
W -
T -
-15
M + 1.1426 x 10
8
M - 0.1785 x 10“ 16
-
& ~ *1785x 10“16 -
he
'3 1
l8 2
A 4- .09094 cm
-1
=.
.
21
>
n = 3 f,- - 2.1527 x 10-11 1.1426 x
10"l 5 /l
9 '*27 U
»
2sl/2 4-0 - - 2.3919 x 10-12 - 3.1739 x 10”1 7
o-l T = _ G — 3.1739 x 10- i7 = B+.16170 cm"
he
also
n = 3 where G-- 2.3919 x 10‘ 12
>
2pl/2 4= i B = - £-he
i_l_A
3. ^3/2
n ^ 3
X- 1
j _ 3J
' 2
W " G -+ 1,1426 x
10“ 15
27 ft-i)
also
3,^3/2
n - 3
4-2
J - I
T - -
G - 1.0580 x 10" 17
G - 1.058 x 1017
he = B + .053902 era
-1
3,%)5/2
n - 3
4-2
j - 4
W - r- + 1*1426 * 10~
15
27
r G- .35265 x 10
M
-17
rp
- -^G". 35265 x 10- 17
_1 ~ r—"
—
Z~ 3
-f- .017967 era 1he
These values of T are listed in table I, page 23.
The selection rule governing the possible transi-
tions of an electron from energy state to another is that j can
change only by±l or 0, and any violation of this rule is attri-
buted to the presence of external electric or magnetic fields-1-.
The total quantum number n can change by any integral value.
1 White, Introduction to Atomic Spectra. ppl49-170; 401-417.

The possible transitions arising from the selec-
tion rules are represented schematically in figure 2, page 21^
(3, 2P1/2 and 5,^Sl/2) and (2,^Pl/2 and 2 , 2Sl/2 ) coincide. Thus
five lines are given, representing the fine structure of Hoc.
Figure 2, page 24 also gives the separation be-
tween the lines and the relative intensities. The components are
numbered in order of their descending intensity. The calculated
frequencies are listed in table 1, page 23. In this table are
also listed the relative intensities'^ of the permitted transi-
tions as predicted by wave mechanics.
Ruark, A. E., and Urey, H. G., Atoms, Molecules and Quanta.
1 Sommerfeld and Unsold, Zeits. f. Phvs., 36, 259 (1926).
(1926)
.
Schrodinger, E., Ann. d. Phys., 80,
. 5
.
=
-
iaine Transitions Freq. Differences cm“ P v cm~
P
5 3, 2Sl/2-2.
2
?3/2 A + .09094 - B - .16170 (C - l)+. 92924
4 3,
2D3/2-2. 2p3/2 A + .09094 - B - .05390 1.03704
1 3 #
2i>5/2-2, 2p3/2 A+ .09094 - B - .01797 1.07297
3, 2Pl/2-2. 2sl/2 A + .45481 - B - .16170 1.29311
^ "
3,
2Sl/2-2, 2pl/2 n tt it
O
,
3.^>3/2-2.2pl/2 A-*- .45481 - B - .05390 1 .40091
B'
3.
2I’3/2-2. 2Sl/2 it n
H
Line Intensity Ereq. cm** 1 Av 10"^cin" P
5 2/3 .9292
108
4 256/75 1.0370
36
1 768/25 1.0730
220
3 35/9 1.2931
108
2 1088/45 1.4009
TABLE I

24
n = 3</
^5/2
2d3/2
2p
3/2
2p
l/2
V Sl/2
n= 2
P3/2
Pl/2
'v
Sl/2
Relative
9.00
36
108
364
7. 08
r
0.20 1 *
l
00
L 1
1.14
1
-4 r 10
4_108_*|
Component 5 41
Separation |*_108 36). 220 —
Figure 2
THEORETICAL FIHE STRUCTURE OF H-ALPHA
3 cm-1

*THEORY
25
OF LUMMER
PLATES
.
SEPARATION BETWEEN ORDERS
Consider the following diagram in which a ray of
light of wavelength A passes through a Lummer plate.
FORMATION OF FRINGES
Let d- thickness of plate
Y- refractive index for wavelength X
s- path difference =/* X
n- Order number for wavelength X
i wangle between normal to the plate and the
emergent ray
Y - angle between normal to the plate and the ray
within the plate
The condition for the reinforcement of the rays is
S =/k A - Y (ABC) - AE
or mK - 2d p- cos K ( 1
)
From trigonometry cos k - (Jy^ — sin^i^ since sin
1
-^. sinr
thus m ^ ~ 2d sTri^i (2)
Squaring both sides we have
>T\ 2 ^2 = 4d^-_ 4d2sin2i (5)
Differentiating this equation with i and ->> as variables we have
2h A " sinX cos* A i (4)

( 5 )From trigonometry sin 2i — sin i cos i
2
Substituting equation (5) in (4) gives
n^n -- 2d2 . sin 2i Ai- (6)
and solving for^i
Ai - — nh2 . An — 17)
2d2 sin^**)
Placing now An :1 and the value of X from equation (2) in
equation (7) we have
Ai=- A&‘-alr.g J Vg
d sin (8)
This equation thus gives the angular separa-
tion of successive orders which is therefore independent of the
‘ * '* -
length of the plate, directly proportional to the wavelength
and inversely proportional to the thickness of the plate*
DISPERSION
If the equation (3) above is differentiated
II
•
,
with respect to X considering P and L as variables, we have
4d2 ^-2d2 sin 2i (9)
Solving this equation for £ i
ax
results
:
_
4d2 h ^
~
2d2 sin(2 i) ( 10 )

Substituting the value of from equation (3) in (10)
4d 2 ^ 2-4d2 sin2iA _ 4d^4£ x —
<)X ~ 2d2 sin 2i
ii ; 2 - sin£i)
^ sin 2i ( 11 )
This equation shows that the dispersion is independent of the
size and shape of the plate and depends entirely upon the opti-
cal properties of the glass, the angle of emergence, and the
wavelength.
RESOLVING POWER
Setting Ai of equation (10 ) equal to the A i of
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equation (8) , the resulting value of AXis then the range of the
plate without overlap, that is to sayAXls the difference of
wavelength which a line in any order must have so that it coin-
cides with the image in the next order. We have thus
ax--4x2
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Consider Fig. 3. The width of the beam or wave
front ST entering the telescope is AT cos iaicos i, 1 here is
the length of the plate. Now the angle cli between the central
maximum and the first minimum of a beam of this width is
X
1 cos i
( 13 )
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*Rearranging equation (ll) we have
Ai - - 1 {*2 - sin2i-XhT7^A- (14)
A sin i cos 1 (
If we make now 4i-—X— . » the corresponding JA will he then
1 COS 1
the smallest wavelength change resolvable.
Solving for the resolving power, v/e get
- Aim if K- 2 - sinSi-M^j (15)
This value of the resolving power, however, is
only strictly correct at grazing emergence since <)i - X
1 cos i
only when the amplitude is uniform over the wavefront ST. To
obtain a close approximation to the limit of resolving power
we write sin i = 1, whence
-X-
-ir Roughly then the re-
solving power lies between 1.4 times and twice the metrical
length of the plate measured in wavelengths. The dispersion
A LC
factor term which involves only makes a correction of the
& A
order of 5 to 10 per cent.
---
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TABLE II
RESOLVING POWERS OP TIEIMfflR PLATES
Plate
Resolving
Power A/Ja
Smallest
,
ooo
Medium 7? 2 ,600
Largest 702,000
*»
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THEORY OF TV/Q LUMMER PIRATES IN TANDEM
In figure 4 a ray of light of wavelength A upon
entering the Lummer plate through the prism will undergo a ser-
ies of internal reflections within the plate at points A, B, C,
D etc. At these points a portion of the light will he refracted
giving rise to two groups of parallel heams 1, 2, ----n, one on
each side of the Lummer plate. These successive emergent par-
allel heams can he brought to a focus hy an objective and if in
phase will reinforce to produce bright fringes.
Figure 4
RAY OF LIGHT THROUGH FIRST LUMMER PLATS
Let d =• thickness of plate
^ - refractive index for wavelength A
s = path difference^ nX
n = order number for wavelength X
The condition for reinforcement of the beams is
S =• nX= V (ABC) - AE ( 1 )
..
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or S = 2d P- cos
From trigonometry cos r^ ~ ]/^ - sin2 i;j_ /\a since sin i^r p sin r
thus S a 2d[/h 2 - sin 2i 1
Let ¥, he the angle of emergence of the parallel beams, then
S =. 2d i/h ^ - cos^y
,
Squaring both sides and solving for cos 4^. , we have
00 a V, - ~ — S^/4d^
How p 2 » - ££££r sin^ri sin^r-^
hence cos^ui = - + 2.—^'
4d* sm^r^
cos^y, = f
^
- Q.-n, . s iil
rjlX-.
' 4d2 ^sin2ri«l 4d2 cos^rl
cos ip, - tan ri — --( 2 )
1 2d
Angle r^ is dependent on angle Tq and the constant angles and
<£ of the prism, and is equal to
r1 =
p_a-_ r
o (
3 )
thUS C 0 S
V' ” 2^~
tan < p- ^ ~ ro ) (4)
In figure 5 let
© - the angle between the Lumrr.er plates
ig - angle of incidence of the parallel rays upon
the prism of the second plate
4^ 3 =• angle of emergence of rays from plate
d* — thickness of plate
.
X'C e 3: -Mrs = L
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index of refraction of glass for wavelength A.
The angle of incidence ig is dependent ony, , Q and cC i From
the figure below
ig = 0 +e< y, and = 0 - i z -(5)
Sustituting this value of y, in equation 4, we have
cos (0+cC - ig)
= Tan (p_cr- rQ ) (6)
Figure 5
RAY OF LIGHT THROUGH SECOND LUMIRR PLATE
A treatment of the second plate as the first leads
to equations similar to 2, 3 and 4 namely
003 V 3 = 2§T- tan r3 (7)
r3 = P - r - r2 - (8)
cosy ~ _ S’
. xT 3 - tan (P -<r _ r 2 )
II
(9)
,.
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the angle of refraction r0Given now the angle of incidence i 0 ,
can be found from the relation sin r0 r L-l)sin i 0 . Equation 6
r
will then lead to values of ig, angles of incidence on the
second plate, for different values of the order number n. From
these values of i2 , the angles of 3?g can be found from the re-
lation sin r
2 -(^'"^)sin i 2 and finally values of f 3 are calcul-
ated by equation 9 for the different values of n'.
In the development of the equations above it has
assumed that the rays of light forming the angles i 0 and i
2
enter the prisms below the normal. If they enter from above the
normal equations 3, 5, and 8 become
rl = P- er + r0
been
y - Q -+ °£ ig
r3 = p- t2
The final form of the equations 6 and 9 are thus:-
cos (G + .c'T i ? ) - S_ tan (p-o-T r 0 ) (10)
2d
COS^rJL-
2d
where r0 - sin~l
t
I
tan (P- cr~?T2)
where (11
Minus signs are to taken when the rays of light
enter the prisms from below the normal and plus signs when the
rays enter from above.
If the successive emergent beams for a given value
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of4'3> which, are parallel, are "brought to a common focus by an
objective at a point P on the focal plane they will reinforce
POSITION OF FRINGES
Figure 6
and produce a bright fringe. See figure 6. The distance, x,
of the fringe from the center of the fringe pattern is equal to
the product of the focal length and the tangent of Y 3,
x = f * tan Y 3
*
-
DESCRIPTION OP APPARATUS
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CHANGES IN APPARATUS
The apparatus used in this research was essentially
the same as that used "by Dr, W. H, Robinson^- in his preliminary
investigation of this problem. The changes in the apparatus
were centered largely on the optical system. This entailed the
removing of the lenses, mirror and special shutter that were be-
-
tween the two Lummer plates, allowing the emergent light from
the first plate to be directly incident on the second plate.
With less absorption of the light present, the intensity of the
spectrum was increased enough so, that the structure of the
pattern system obtained could be studied visually more readily
and exposure times somewhat reduced. A complete description of
the optical system is given on page 3^.
RADIATION SOURCE
A discharge tube was connected through a liquid-
air trap to a McCleod gauge by means of which the pressures in
the tube could be accurately measured. A Hyvac pump also con-
nected to the discharged tube served as a means of controlling and
maintaining the pressure at any desired value. A milliammeter
in series with the tube served to measure the current. With
suitable values of pressure and current it was found that the
intensity of the secondary spectrum due to the molecular hydrogen
could be made to be relatively weak with respect to the Balmer
lines produced by the atomic hydrogen. Hydrogen was produced by
electrolysis and collected in a reservoir which was connected to
the tube through a double stopcock; thus admitting small quan-
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tities of the gas to the tube at will*
The source of radiation was a liquid-air cooled
Y/ood^ tube of pyrex glass 36cm long ando.8 cm internal diameter*
A wooden pine box coated with glyptol served as a trough for the
liquid-air*
The source of excitation was a 30,000 volt trans-
former with a variable resistance in series with the primary.
A sketch of the apparatus used is given in Pig. 7.
>
2
Y/ood, R. Y7,
,
Proc . Roy . Soc * London * A 97, 455 (1920)

B - High voltage transformer
E - Aluminum electrodes
T
L - Mirror for viewing height of liquid air around
capillary
T - Liquid-air cooled Hg trap
M - McLeod Gauge
-i •:
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OPTICAL SYSTEM
A diagrammatical sketch of the optical system i3
given in Fig* 8, page 40. A mirror M was used to intercept part
of the beam from the tube and reflect it to a direct vision spec-
troscope; thus the condition of the tube could be observed during
exposures. Light from the discharge tube was focussed on the slit
S, of the spectroscope by means of a lenseLl* In front of the slit
was placed an H. R. Pyrometer red filter of pyrex glass 53$ No. 241
thickness of which was 437mm. This filter allowed only the Hocra
diation to be transmitted. A shutter, T, before the filter was use
to control the time of exposure
The first Lummer plats was mounted to disperse hor
izontally. The mounting consisted of a platform with three adjus -
•S«.fveW
able legs. An upper platform with an adjustable screw A to rotate
the Lummer plate through small horizontal angles about a vertical
axis located at the prism of the Lummer plate. An opaque screen, Bj
cut off the light from one side of the plate.
The second Lummer plate was similarly mounted to
disperse horizontally. Itwas partially enclosed in a brass casing
which was supported with three adjustable legs to permit fine lev
eling adjustments. Motion of the casing itself through small hori
zontal angles was controlled by four set screws located near the
corners of the casing.
The telescope and the second Lummer plate are set
on a common platform which can be rotated horizontally about a
point between the two plates. Thus rotating this platform changes
the angle of incidence of the emergent rays of the light from the
first plate upon the prism of the second plate
-.
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Fig* 8
OPTICAL SYSTEM
W - Wood tube
Li,Lg»L3 - Lenses
T - Shutter for time exposure
Fi- Red filter
S - Slit of spectroscope
•
.
... 4 - ^ . ..
a1»a2 ** Shutters for controlling
illumination on prisms of
Lummer plates
Pi }P
-
Lummer plates
M - Mirror
D - Direct vision spectroscope
F - Focal plane of L3
B - Opaque screen
.-
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A compound monochromat lens, L3, made by Bausch and Lomb
produced a flat field to within a small fraction of a mrn over a
central region of 5 cm in diameter. At the focal plane of this
lens is located the camera box and an ocular for visual study of
the patterns produced.
Preliminary work was done with Agfa films, Emulsion No. 487
534. These films were found to be faster than plates that had
been previously used, cutting the time of exposure to at least one
fifth. The increase in grain size would not affect the results o
this work. It was found, however, that halation entered as a diffi-
culty and so a return was made to backed photographic plates.
These were Eastman Special Spectroscopic Plates, Type I-C*
The above arrangement of the apparatus differed from that used
by Robinson‘S. In his setup the light coming from the first plate
was incident on a plane mirror; the reflected light then passed
though one lens to a special shutter and then through a second le
before striking the second Lummer plate. In the present arrangeme
the light from the first Lummg? plate is directly incident upon
second Lummer plate. Prom Robinson’s 2 work it was found that the
shutter was not needed. The mirror and the lenps between the Lumm
plates were also removed.
TEMPERATURE AND VIBRATION EFFECTS
Two disturbing factors causing shifting of the patterns are
temperature changes and vibration.
To insure constancy of temperature of the Lummer plates the
entire optical system was housed in a triple walled casing of
T^-
ns
nt
he
er
Robinson, W. H., Ph.D. Thesis, (1937) B.U. Grad. School
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building paper. The variation in temperature was so small that a
further controlled heating circuit within the hous$ing was dis-
pensed with.
The optical system with housing was supported on a concrete
table, the concrete and brick legs of which were imbedded in saw
dust
.
Yfith the above arrangements possible shifts of patterns pro-
ducing an increase in the spreading of the lines during an ex-
posure were eliminated.
POSITIONS OF LUMBER PLATES
A camera box was set up on a staging above the housing. The
top of the housing could easily be removed to expose the Lummer
plates, collimator and telescope. The systemwas photographed
using Eastman 50,5x7 plates. See photograph on page 43.
To aid in this process strips of white paper were accurately
pasted along one edge of the upper surfaces of the Lummer plates
and a fine line was also scratched along the axis on the blackendd
surface of the collimator. Thus a permanent record was obtained of
the positions of the plates with respect to the collimator for
every set of exposures taken of the patterns.
To measure the angle between the collimator and first Lummer
plate, and also the angle between the two Lummer plates, a line was
scratched with a straight edge on the emulsion side of the photo
graphic plate. See Fig.S. This then was cut into sections contain-
ing a Lummer plate image or collimator with a portion of the
scratched line. Two points (A»B)were chosen on the line and that
part of the photographic plate mounted on a comarator. With
the crosshair of the telescope set parallel to the
scratched line, distances were then measured from points
*.
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A and B to line of the Lummer plate edge. Distance AB was also
measured. Position o f plates and collimator.
Figure £
l* r
Collimator
) i | i
\ S 1 i
Scratchedf L.ne
From these distances the tangent of the angle was
calculated. Similarly the angles for the other sections were
determined and from these the angle Between the Lummer plates as
well as the angle "between the first Lurnmer plate and the colli-
mator were calculated.
CONSTANTS OF THE LUMBER PLATES
The thicknesses of the Lummer plates as given "by
the makers are known to within one thousandth of a millimeter.
See page 48.
The indices of refractions for the various plates
were also given for standard wavelengths of light. See table III
From these were computed the equations connecting the index o f
'refraction with wavelength for the three plates.
VARIATION OF INDEX OF REFRACT IOH WITH WAVELENGTH
Table III
~
Index- ...of Ref raction
wave juengrn
Smallest PI .Medium PI. Largest PI.
Xc 6562.7845 A 1.50746 I. 61772 1.57193
X 0 5892.9485 A 1.50990 1.62261 1.57590
X F 4861.327 A 1.51560 1.63492 1.58581
X 6* 4340.466 a 1.52025 1.64537 1.59417
> r>
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*The general equation connecting index of refrac-
tion and wavelength is
V \ P 2c + J + K X 2-
whereK and X are index of refraction and wavelength respectively
and the others constants, Prom four equations of this type for
each plate, the constantsKc
;
X,
,
C and K were determined in each
case. The resulting equations are as followss-
Smallest plate y\ 2.2571775 -u .009042497
.030272729
~ N
Medium plate 2.5620604 i | ~2? .007245746 A
Largest plate V = 2.4343834 * "^, 3
:';63256d54^
" * 015370676 ^
There remains to be found the angles of the
attached prisms of the plates.
To achieve this end the plates were placed on the
graduated turntable of a spectrometer in front of the collimator.
The slit of the collimator was illuminated by focussing the light
of a lamp at a right angle prism situated in front of the lower
half of the slit. See Fig. 10. Y/ith the correct adjustment of
• ~ ~ -• — • • •*-— “ [
the collimator and the level of the turntable "the reflected image
of the slits from two sides of the Lummer plate prism could be
brought successively into the plane of the slit just above the
right angle prism.
For aid in the settings a needle was placed in the
plane of the slit; thus the needle and its image in the plane of
the slit could be viewed with an eye piece and settings made more
accurately. The angle through which the plate was turned for
settings of. the reflected image_of the needle from two sides of
the prism gives thus a measure of the angle the prism.
s
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The angles as determined in this manner are accurate to within
T 7.5 seconds and are listed on page 48.
Experiments were made to test whether or not the
indices of refraction of the attached prisms are the same as
that for the plates. It was found that they were the same with-
in experimental error for the smallest and medium plate. For
the prism of the lar est plate ^ for H ^ = 1.57531.
= =
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OPTICAL ARRANGEMENT POR MEASURING THE ANGLES
OP
LUMPER PLATE PRISM
T - Spectrometer turntable
C - Collimator
L - Lummer plate
S - Slit
P - Right angle prism
IT - Needle
- Eye pieceE
V-
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CONSTANTS OF LUMMER PLATES
Table IV
Smal/est
1_
0 48 27 cm.
T13.1 cm.
Widi’h 5 /. 45 cm-
oc r 10 40
1
11
P - 66° 6 1 22
o-r 25° 33
;
49
r = 88° 19 49
ec - 1
°
P = 65°
a- = 26°
r = 88°
PH* for smallest plate and prism = 1.50746'
PH°c for medium plate and prism = 1.61772
HHoc for attached prism of largest
plate =
oC = 1° 8 46
p = 64° 49, 32
cr* r 26° 19 14
v - 88° 51 14
28
f 25,
19
1 3,
9 22
,
31 35
Hilger Values
^H°« for largest plate = 1.57187
1*5753 t .001
-.
•
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PROCEDURE

50
OPTICAL ADJUSTMENTS
’
The care of the Lummer plates is extremely im-
portant--the surfaces must he very clean and especially free from
grease. This was insured by rubbing the surfaces gently with
lens paper and a small amount of alcohol. The Lummer plates were
then set in their holders and shutters were adjusted so that light
would only enter the attached prisms. Great care was exercised
in clamping the plate in place for any appreciable local pressure
on the plate may seriously impair- its Jbfinition.
The complete optical system was as shown in Pig. 8,
Ipage 40. The first Lummer plate was rotated through small hori-
zontal angles by means of an adjustable screw on the platform
until the light was emergent somewhat near the grazing angle.
The light from the prism side of the plate was cut off by an
opague screen and the light from the other side allowed to fall
on the second plate. The intensity of the light emergent from
the free side was found to be greater than that from the prism
side, apparently due to the one more reflection and corresponding
Y
i
loss of light of the first refracted beam and absorption through
glass before finally emerging on the prism side of the plate.
The second Lummer plate was set so that its prism was on the
opposite side to that of the first prism of the first Lummer
plate. This in part, thus corrects for slight curvature of the
lines inherent in the prism. With light now filling the prism
;
of second Lummer plate, the platform supporting both the tele-
scope and second Lummer plate was rotated through small horizon-
tal angles until a desired pattern system was obtained.
'.
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Final adjustment in the leveling of the second plate was then
made so that the maximum and minimum of the group pattern were
parallel to the individual lines. The second plate itself was
then rotated until the desired number of groups on either side
of the center of the fringe system was obtained. In general the
second Lumr.oer plate was set so that more groups were obtained
from the plane side of the plate since this was the side of
greater intensity. In the process of fixing the position of the
second Luminer plate, slight readjustment had to be made in the
position of the first plate so that the dperature of the second
plate was completely filled with light.
'
The patterns were studied visually at all times
by one observer while another made the adjustments. Any slight
changes in either of the two plates themselves, necessitated the
rotating of the platform v/hich supported as a whole the tele-
scope, camera box, and second Lummer plate for best conditions
of intensity and structure. After a particular pattern was
decided upon during this long and tedious adjustment and read-
ivt
justment, the telescope and plateholder were clamped^position,
and the housing set over the complete optical system.
DISCHARGE CONDITIONS
Before an exposure the mercury trap as well as the
pine wood box enclosing the capillary of the discharge tube was
filled with liquid air. The tube was then run for about five
minutes with the vacuum pump continually exhausting, the tube
=—
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itself being flushed several times with fresh hydrogen from the
reservoir. This procedure removed thoroughly any mercury vapor
and set the tube for steady conditions during an exposure. The
spectrum was continually observed by a constant deviation spect-
roscope. With the secondary spectrum almost absent the desired
pressure and secondary current were obtained and kept constant
for any one exposure. The pressures and the current densities
for the different plates were kept approximately 1.0 mm. of Hg.
and 22 ma/cm2 respectively. See table V, page 55. In all cases
the red filter was used, allowing only the light giving H^c to be
transmitted.
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCEDURE
In general for each setting of the Lumrner plates
three photographic plates were taken with exposures from 15 to
40 minutes. At the beginning of this research, films which
were relatively fast were used; thus saving in exposure time and
cost of liquid air. Because of hala.tion, however, a shift was
made to Eastman Special Spectroscopic Plates, Type I-C which
were properly backed. These plates proved to be not very sat-
isfactory for they were not very clear apparently subject to
chemical fog. At a later date Eastman plates. Type 144-F were
tried. It was unfortunate that these were not used at the very
beginning since they produced very clear spectrograms. All
plates were developed by Eastman’s D-19 formula, with develop-
ment time about six minutes.
After the exposure of three photographic plates
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for different times for a given pattern the top of the housing
was removed and a photograph taken from overhead of the align-
ment of the collimator, telescope and Lurnmer plates.
50, 5x7 plates were used here*
Eastman
- Xi
-
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SPECTROGRAMS AND DATA
_______
TABLE V
Plate
No*
Vacuum
.mm of Hg)
Current
ma/cm^
Exposure
L 1.80 18.5 5 sec.
M 0.92 22.0 15 sec.
S 0.92 22.0 30 sec.
SL-9 0.93 22.0 27 min.
SL-2 1.80 20.5 22 min.
ML-
3
1.70 18.0 25 min.
2.50 27.0 3 min.
1.50 32.0 1.5 min.
MS-3 0.80 21.0 45 min.
TABULATION OF PLATES
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DISCUSSION OF SINGLE PLATE SPECTROGRAMS
A list of the plates and films that were obtained under
different conditions are given in table^ showing the pressure
current and exposure time. The letters L, M and S used to
distinguish the various spectrograms stand for the longest,
medium and smallest Lummer plate respectively as described
in the section "Constants of the Lummer plates". Where two
letters appear, the photographic plate was obtained with two
Lummer plates in tandem with the order of the letters L, M
and S giving the order of the Lummer plates. Enlarged photo
graphs of the original photographic plates are shown on page
56 -60 .
The first three photographs L, M and S are the single
Lummer plate patterns . The separation of the two main com-
ponents cf H* and the separation of the successive orders
are related in the following way for the 3 Lummer plates.
A 0 = OrcAeV’
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In plate L we see the lines appear very broad due to the
fact that A A ~ A2a e /-e.,the component of one order overlaps
the main component of the next order. The photograph obvious-
ly shows th it the largest plate cannot be used alone for fine
struct ore work. Passing to plates M and S we find no over tap-
ing of the orders. The components are just separated by plates
M and to a^degree larger in plate S. The smallest Lummer plate
is the best and gives the best definition.
i
DISCUSSION OF DOUBLE PLATE SPECTROGRAMS
The remaining photographs are those taken with combi-
nations of two Lummer plates in tandem. Using the smallest
Lummer plate first and then the largest in tandem, plates SL-9
and SL-2 were obtained. SL-9 clearly shows the group pattern.
Both main components A, and A^are separated in the first
smallest Lummer plate and each of these gives rise to a dis-
tinct series of lines due to the second Lummer plate. There
are almost 3 full groups on the right side of the center of
the pattern system and 1^- groups on the left. There is pre-
sent some intergroup structure which shows the existence of a
third component. Theoretically the components would be ar-
ranged in the follow ing manner with A3 to the left of ^
;--i3
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and \ to the left of A, See page 24
»
Plate SL-2 was taken with the light emergent from the
first plate at a greater angle; thus with higher orders the
components were closer together and many groups were obtain-
ed with but few lines representing each individual component
in the final pattern. This plate failed to show any of the
minor components . due apparently to loss in resolving power
from failure in using the entire length of the first Lummer
plate as well as to using higher orders. It is evident then
in seeking the fine structure, light must emerge from the
first Lummer plate at nearly grazing angle; thus utilizing
the full length of the plate. However, it was found that
there was an optimum angle for good intensity just beyond
grazing emergence. The effective number of reflections at
this angle is approximately two-thirds of the maximum possi-
ble; thus the resolving power is two-thirds of the theoreti-
cal value, or very closely ^ Hie use of the lower
orders of the first plate would give greater dispersion of
the lines in the final pattern and so aid the study of the
fine structure.
I.
'
* —
'
.
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The following plate ML-3 where the medium hummer plate
was used as the auxiliary spectrograph gave but slight evi-
dence of the third component and none of the fourth. There
appears no distinct grouping of lines for main components 1
and 2 as in the other combination of plates.
Films SM-14 and SM-9 gave distinct main component
groups. The intergroup structure which was present showed
the existence of a third component.
By far, the most interesting of the plates obtained was
that obtained with a combination of the medium and smallest
Lummer plates where the medium plate was used as the aux-
iliary spectrograph. The pattern system obtained with this
combination is shown in plate MS-3. From direct measure-
ments of the lines with a comparator and a study of the
microphotometer tracing made of the plate, the lines fell
into four distinct series when the intensities of the lines
were plotted against their relative positions on the plate.
This then gives complete evidence of the third and fourth
components. A detailed discussion of this plate will be
given in the next section.
»
'II
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Following this, values of the cosines of the r* and y* for
values of n above and below y\ from the two equations
n
' 2 <J f*-
h = K h
uMw<. K - ^
2d
(X y - h Ww ir = K n td^ r,
u>W< k'
-
2^ d
The different angles of incidence
,
*-
2 , corresponding
to the values of f , were then determined fr om = a ^
The same procedure was repeated for the second Lummer
plate to determine the cosines of the angles .
The order of the equations used was as follows:
- 4AAA L i J
y
1
^3 = P <r' + rt
ot
2d' 0*4^3
*H = A y.
h' x L n'
2 *>" uXh lx
^
*3 = 1.V
u4lV4 L ~
The distances
,
X
,
of the lines as measured from the
center of the pattern system on the microphotome ter curve were
then calculated from the equation X * SO F t** y- . F is the
focal length of the telescope lens . Since the scale of the
microphotometer tracing was So:/ the values of x had to be
multiplied by 50.
All the equations as mentioned above are fully de-
veloped and discussed in the section "Theory of two Lummer
.. X ,
.
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plates in tandem", page 31.
The constants used as a basis for the above calcu-
lations are listed in table .
In this table are listed the comparative values of the
index of refraction for the theoretical wavelengths of the five
e
components. The angles ^and L0 as used were slightly altered
for the theoretical calcu i tions of the positions of the lines
The changes are within the experimental error of the measure-
o I
,
ment of these angles. The experimental values are 0 ~ & 3y SS
X
.
I H
and l q - 32 ^7 • It will )e shown later that these angles
as well as the angles of the prisms of the Luimner plates are
not as critical in determining the final patterns as they at
first were thought to be.
The results of the calculations are listed in the
following tables.

TABLE JET
MEDIUM LUMMER PLATE
Comp. X (A') P Z& (c*”) p - a-
5 6562.8978 1.6177193
4 6562.8513 1.6177196
1 6562.8358 1.6177197 1.612
O 1 ' •
38 30 18
3 6562.7406 1.6177203
2 6562.6941 1.6177205
SMALLEST LUMMER PLATE
Comp. A A* K z. d Cctri ) l3 '-
5 6562.8978 1.5074597
4 6562.8513 1.5074598
1 6562.8358 1.5074599 .9654 40° 32 ' 33
"
3 6562.7406 1.5074602
2 6562.6941 1.5074603
c•H G
o • ••
0 39 0 6
°
31 ' 54
"
i
n =
angle of incidence
e * angle "between plates

MEDIUM PLATE
n cos r, cos r, cos V,
(1) 31268 2.5166523x10*11, .78690684 .99824916 3° 23
' 27.40
(2) 31268 2.5165968x10*11 .78688949 .99828543 3
* 23 ' 20.00
(3) 31268 2 . 5166149x10 .78689515 .99827361 3° 22 2.03
(4) 31268
31267
2.5166584x10 n
it
.78690875
.78688358
.99824514
.99829713
C • °
3 23 41.59
3 ° 20 ' 39.18
TABLE T7T
?
CALCULATIONS OP S

TABLE "W
CALCULATIONS OF V? $
L 2 COS r3
-—
x
n
'
cos 1*2 cos y5 tan ^
j
(1)
•
rH
CO
w
0
i—
i
1
a
In
lO
iH
X
UD
O
'-Q
cn
o
lO
•
II
to
02
o
o
16598
16599
16600
16601
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
.74850417
.74854927
.74859436
.74863946
.74868456
.74872965
.74877475
.74881984
.74886494
.74891004
.74895513
.99964180
.99956539
.99948843
.99941177
.99933500
.99925824
.99918138
.99910460
.99902776
.99895106
.99887411
.026771830
.029492480
.03199860
.03431496
.03648767
.03853776
.04048758
.04234708
.04412911
.04583905
.04749235
(2)
_J
O
•
to
Cv2
O
to
a
t—
(
ln
c
IO
1
—
1
X
o
<Q
o
uo
o>
o
lO
•
II
to
n
02
o
o
16593
4
5
6
7
16598
9
16600
1
2
3
4
.74822633
.74830743
.74835252
.74839762
.74844271
.74848781
.74853290
.74857800
.74862309
.74866819
.74871328
.74875838
.0067875
.01412979
.01887874
.02249125
.02568868
.02852000
.03110503
.03348242
.03571009
.03779470
.99997700
.99990020
.99982188
.99974718
.99967020
.99959355
.99951663
.99943984
.99936303
.99928654
.99920945
..
.
. i
.
.
•
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
> • \
.
- • -• t .
• •
*
.
.
.
. V
.
. •#
.
; . .
.
.
. .
.
-
.
.
>
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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CALCULATIONS CONTINUED
£
o
w
X2 Co$r3
n cos r3 cos ^ tan
<b
so
t4
w
\%
o>
•
o
%
cr>
CV2
»
rH
u
'O
pH
K
DO
CO
to
m
a>
o
m
•
it
to
M
CO
o
o
6
7
8
16599
16600
1
2
3
4
•74840248
.74844807
.74849317
.74853826
•74858336
.74862845
.74867355
,74871864
.74876374
.99981421
.99973771
.99966098
.99958443
.99950740
.99943068
.99935387
.99927725
.99920033
.01927811
.02290880
.02604525
.02883950
.03140038
.03375923
.03596526
.03863985
.04001530
*>
S©
N
h
W
rH
•
rH
%
00
02
%
rH
fl
Wv
lO
iH
X!
CO
n
i
—
i
CO
CT>O
in
.
ii
to
Sh
CO
o
o
O'
1.
2
3
16604
5
6
7
8
.74859619
74864129
'
.74868638
.74873148
.74877657
.74882168
.74886677
.74891186
.74895696
.99950047
.99940860
.99933180
.99925507
.99917825
.99910139
.99902460
.99894783
.99887093
.03162137
.03440681
.03657406
.03862130
.04056597
.04242264
.04419992
.04590972
.04755954
N
vO
N
t*
(4
02
00
to
rH
cO
o
rl
vg
rH
K
CO
in
rH
CO
o
o
in
•
it
to
u
to
o
o
1
2
3
4
16595
6
7
8
9
16600
.74819032
.74823542
.74828052
.74832561
.74837071
.74841580
.74846090
.74850600
.74855109
.74859619
.99994570
.99986902
.99979220
.99971561
.99963881
.99956226
.99950047
.0104239
.02038925
.02385295
.02688342
.02959754
• #
.
« m #
o
(
COMPARISON OP CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
TABLE 7T
U) (2) (3)
n =r 31268
cal. exp.
7379
81.4
88.5
94.7
100.7
93.1
99.0
106.3 104.5
111.7
116.9
121.8
126.5
130.8
109.7
114.6
119.1
124.2
n - 31268
cal. exp.
39.0
52.1
62.1
43.8
55.0
64.2
70.9 72.3
78.7
85.8
92.4
98.6
104.3
79.6
86.3
92.3
(4)
n =r 31268
cal exp-
87.3
95.0
101.0
106.6
A
107.0
np.n 110.8
117.1
122.0
126.7
131.3
120.3
125.0
128.8
n - 31268
cal. exp.
53.2
63.2
71.9
79.6
67.0
74.7
81.0
86.8 87.7
93.2
99.3
106.7
110.4
94.0
(4')
n = 31267
cal - exp T
28.77
Sfi.Sl Rfi.R
65.8
74.2
81.7
87.3
65.7
81.9
89.2

J>
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DISCUSSION OP RESULTS
The theoretical calculations of the positions of the
lines of ti e 11-alpha complex obtained by the combination M S
are found to agree closely with the positions of the lines de-
termined experimentally from the microphotometer curve of the
photographic plate MS-3*
The graph on page VS g] i he intensity of the
various components of the patterns as a function of their
distance from the center of the system* These lines ""all into
four distinct groups clearly indicating four compone ts . Curves
(1 ),(2),(3) and (4) belong to the order number 31268 a cl (I ) 4(<i
')
to the order number 31267 of the first plate. Both the com-
ponent lines and the maxima of the groups agree closely with
the theoretical positions resulting from i-he constants of the
Lurcmer plates, the angles of incidence and the angle between
the Lvunmer plates •
The success achieved in checking so closely (to within
4%) the micro- hotome tor curve by tracing the theoretical com-
ponents of K . through, the two La or plates suggests that the
problem could be worked backwards to determine the exact wave-
lengths and corresponding relative intensities. However, be-
fore this can be done other important factors must be consider-
ed. These will be discussed later.
Let us consider the two fundamental equations for the
second Lumrner plate.

CH'j = X
Id'*' - A
^ Vs = Id7 l'' ^ *S 6
Since H must be an integral number, then, for a given A
the angles and in turn the angles of emergence
^
are fixed.
If now the angle of incidence i
z
is varied slightly, then Y
z
y3
and consequently v|4 will change according to the equations —
^ y\ = 4a<*\ l z
Jp,
^ =
p-»' >,
Introducing these arbitrarily slightly different values of
l^j 4 V3 in the formula
1 cj ' C<n
A t<v~A r_
we can determine the value of the order number attending the
direct ray ^3 (the most intense one). Thus if is changed
sufficiently, we shall have a new order number h'
,
which
)
means that the maximum intensity will shift along the fixed /* 4
for any given component as determined by equation B. This
was checked experimentally. From a visual study of the pattern
system as the second Lummer plate was rotated the maximum and
minimum regions moved accross the field of view with the com-
ponent lines remaining fixed. This means that the angle betwee
the plates, the angles of the prisms and the angle of incidence
need not be measured to a high degree of precision as was first
thought necessary. These angles can be altered slightly to
suit the problem at hand. This justifies the slight changes
made in the angles in the theoretical calculation as previous-
ly mentioned.
= =
.
*
• 0
.
'
i
. 6
.
.
.
.
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The question to be asked is then Why do not the
experimental and theoretical positions of the lines check
\ perfectly? The angles \p3 which determine these lines are
governed by the equations A and B. Assuming now that the
wavelengths and the corresponding ^
\
are accurately known,
I
£hen d the thickness of the plate must be known to a high
degree of precision. Thus, if work is to be continued in
this field in getting accurate experimental values of the H
^
components, the thicknesses of the Lummer plates must be known
more accurately than as given in the section "Constants of the
Lummer plates". Furthermore
,
the focal length of the tele-
scope lens should also be determined more accurately for this
controls the order number to be assigned to the most intense
line of a component group of the final pattern when the
problem is worked backwords
.
The results of this research show definitely the
existence of the third and the fourth components whose wave-
lengths are in approximate accord with the theoretical values
.
*
.t rr
: O j
'•
.
.
'
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.
. >V 1 >•
•
'
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u
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/To obtain better "hotograp ic plates of the patterns
given by two Lummer plates in tandem and thus obtain better
microphotometer curves whic^night reveal the third and fourth
theoretical components, a new optical arrangement was decided
upon, as is described in the section "Optical System". In this
arrangement the light from the first Lummer plate was directly
incident on the second. With three Lummer plates of different
dispersion and resolving power, six combinations of two plates
each were possible. The patterns obtained by these combinations
were photographed and studied. A detailed discussion o^ each
pattern is given in the section "Spectrograms and Data' 1 . Many
ofthese failed to yield the expected complex structure of .
The best result by far was the combination in which the medium
plate was set first and the smallest plate last. A study of the
microphotometer tracing obtained from this combination clearly
indicated the presence of four components of the theoretical
five component structure of H*. The combination of the smallest
plate and the largest also gave some structure indicating the
presence of the third component but failed to show the existence
of the fourth. This particular combination which was used by
Robinson with a different spectroscopic system did, however, re-
veal the presence of the fourth component. It was apparent then
that the present optical system showed lower resolving power
than Robinson's, although the intensity of the transmitted light
was increased sufficiently so that the visual study of the
patterns was made easier. This reduction in resolving power was
—'•
.
[to
82
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due to the fact that some of the light coming from the first
plate near grazing emergence did not fall upon the prism of the
second plate. This diminished the effective length of the first
plate and therefore its resolving power. Moreover, the combi-
nation (medium-smallest) which yielded the most interesting
patterns in the present optical system is characterized by the
least resolving power because of the small <*p«rture of the
smallest plate which vias last in the train. The results sug-
gest then that this combination should be tried with Robinson's
spectroscopic system in which the full effective length of the
first Lummer plate is utilized.
A study of tie three Lummer plates separately^ showed
that the new medium plate, bought purposely for this investi-
gation, gave the poorest definition while the smallest gave the
test. If, then, the medium plate is to be used at all, it would
be best to use it as the first plate of the combination where
the light coming from it acts as a source for the second plate.
It was found experimentally during the middle of the
research that the light emerging from the plain side of a Lummer
plate was more intense than that coming from the prism side due
to the greater number of reflections of the beam before emerging
Accordingly the last group of photographs taken were made with
this arrangement. This saved time in exposure. The plates were
also placed such that their prisms were on opposite sides, thus
partially compensating for the slight curvature imposed upon
the line patterns which is inherent in a prism.
l.
«
.
T ' •'
.
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This pattern composed of perfectly straight lines gives
better microphotometer curves because a finer and longer micro-
slit
photometer can be used. The use of this type of slit gives
A
smooth microphotometer curves eliminating plate grain effects
and resulting in better resolution of the fine structure.
Neither of the microphotometers available, one at the
Crufts Laboratory and one at the Harvard Observatory were suit-
able for the present problem. Besides the many mechanical
difficulties which came up in preventing the running of the
microphotometer s , a great deal of time had to be spent in a-
dapting a special lamp with a long filament, and additional
lenses, to give a long, well defined image of the microphoto-
meter slit on the photographic plate.
From the many photographs taken it was learned that
for the best definition of the patterns the pressure and the
current in the hydrogen tube had to be low. This reduced to a
minimum the broadening of lines due to the Doppler effect. For
best conditions it was found that the pressure should be about
0.9 - 1.2 mm of Hg with a current in the neighborhood of 20
milliamperes or a current density of 40 ma/cm .
Great difficulty has been experienced in this research
in getting good photographic plates. At first films were used.
These proved relatively fast, saving time in exposure and thus
in cost of liquid air. However, they showed halation. Subse-
quently, plates were used and these were properly backed. Of
the several types that were tried the majority of photographs
hit •
.
. .
.
'
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,
.
.
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'
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were taken with Eastman 4 1-C plates. These were none too
satisfactory for they were never very clear, possibly due to
chemical fog. The last few photographs taken were with the
Eastman 144-F plates. These gave by far the test results.
Although the present research has fallen somewhat
short of its objective, the presence of the fourth component
of has been indubitably proven. The constants of the
Lummer plates have been determined and a means for obtaining
the relative positions of these plates as well as the angles of
incidence and emergence of the light rays.. From a study of
these angles and constants a method has been developed for the
theoretical calculation of the positions of lines of the patterr
system as obtained by two Lummer plates. This method has been
applied successfully for one plate giving an agreement with ex-
perimental results, to within a maximum of 4%, establishing the
existence of four components of the theoretical five component
structure of H^. With the suggestions as given in the section
"Discussion of Results r
,
the way appears clear for determining
the exact wavelengths of these components.
In conclusion, the writer suggests a return to the
spectroscopic system used by Robinson minus the mirror'’ be-
tween the Lummer plates. His arrangement of the spectroscopic
system should give greater resolving power. The best combi-
nation of plates is the medium plate first, followed by the
smallest. The exclusive use of Eastman plates 'Type 144-F is
advised. The overhead structure for photographing the optical
This was necessary because of cramped conditions in the research
room.
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system has already been built anticipating the continuation
of this investigation. Lastly, besides obtaining good photo-
graphic plates which reveal the fine structure components of Hw
a suitable micr ophotome ter is absolutely essential.
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C:
Hie preliminary investigation of W. H. Robinson in
the study of H-alpha of hydrogen with the use of a Lumrer plate
as an auxiliary spectrograph appeared very promising. The sourc
of radiation was a liquid -air cooled Wood ' s tube. Light from
the tube passed through a filter which allowed only the H-alpha
radiation to be transmitted. This radiation was brought to a
focus on the slit of the first spectroscope that contained the
first Lumper plate. The li ht emerging from this plate was re-
flected by amirror** and then brought to a focus at the slit
of the second hummer plate spectroscope. Both plates were set
to disperse horizontally. This method of using two Luramer
plates in tandem furnished a new r ethod for the study f fine
structure. The results of Robinson's work showed the existence
of a third component ard indicated the presence of a fourth-
of the theoretical five component structure of H-alpha.
Tv e aim of the present research was to extend
Robinson's vjork in this field. It was hoped that with im-
proved conditions and rearrangement of the spectroscopic
system there could be obtained better phctegra hie plates and
thus better microphotoi eter curves which might more clearly
reveal both the third and fourth components, especially the
latter • V/ith this in mind a third Lummer plate was bought
for use in this problem.
6
I
1 Robinson, W. K« PhD. Thesis, B.U . Grad.School, 1937
* This was necessary because of limited space In the re-
search room.
1

2The spectroscopic system finally decided upon was
one in whicn the too Lummer plates were set directly in tandem
with no intervening lenses. This allowed the emergent light
from the first plate to be directly incident on the second
plate. Vi/ith less absorption of t e light present, the in-
tensity of the spectrum was increased enough, so that the
structure of the oattern could be studied visually more readily
and exposure time somewhat reductid. From a study of the rela-
tive positions of these plates, their constants, and the angles
of incidence and emergence of the light rays it was hoped that
microphotometer curves might be obtained which would make possi-H
ble a quantitative determination of both the wavelengths and
intensities of the component lines of H-alpha.
The microphotometer tracing of one of the combinations
of Lummer plates definitely showed the existence of four distinct
groups of lines corresponding to four components of H-alpha.
The constants of tie Lummer plates have been determined and a
means fc r obtaining the relative positions of these plates as
well as the angles of incidence and emerge ce of the light ra*
s
From a study of these angles and constants a method has been
developed for the theoretical calculation of the positions of
the lines of the pattern system as obtained by two Lummer late)
This method has been applied successfully for one Lummer plate
combination. Eoth the component lines and the maxima of the
groups were in agreement with experimental results to within a

maximum of 4% definitely establishing the existence of four
components
•
Tie success ac ieved in checking so closely the micro-
photrmeter curve by tracing the theoretical components of H-
alpha through the two hummer plates suggests that the problem
could be worked backwards to determine the exact wavelengths anc
the corresponding relative intensities* Before this can be done
however, it will be necessary to obtain the thicknesses of the
Lumrrer plates to a greater degree of precision, as well as to
know more accurately trie focal lengt of the telescope lens.
A suitable microphotonetor Is alsc absolutely esseitial*
Comparison of the present spectroscopic system with
Robinson’s indicates that his should give greater resolving
power* The combination of Lummer plates t' at has yiel'ed t e
. ost structiire of K* in the present optical system is character*
iz id by the least resolving power because of the sr all aper-b^ve
of the smallest plate which was last in the train* The results
suggest then that t is combination should be tried with
Robinson’s spectroscopic system i which the full effective
length of the first Lumrror plate is utilized* The methods de-
termined for the theoretical calculations cf the final pattern
can be easily adapted to this system*
Although, in tr Is research, the wavelengths and the
intensities of the components have not been determined, the
preset ce of the fourth com orient eom.ponont of H-alpha has een
indubitably proven* It appears from the results of the present

Investigation that the path Is clear for determining the exact
wavelengths and Intensities. The present combination of the
two Lummer plates (medium and snail) has shown, by far, to be
the test for revealing the fourth component and the possible
detection of the fifth component if it exists.
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